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ABSTRACT
This document is Volume IV, Appendix B, Instrument Unit Data Sheets, of the
final technical report of the Passive Instrumentation and Stimuli Generation for
Saturn V Equipment Checkout Study for the George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Huntsville, Alabama,
under Contract NAS8-20090. The study was conducted under the technical super-
vision of Kenneth L. Skinner.
The final technical report consists of four volumes:
D5-13268-1: Summary Technical Report
D5-13268-2: Detailed Technical Report
D5-13268-3: Appendix A, Laboratory Data
D5-13268-4: Appendix B, Instrument Unit Data Sheets
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FOREWORD
From June 26, 1965 to May 31, 1966, The Boeing Company conducted a study of
Passive Instrumentation and Stimuli Generation for Saturn V Equipment Checkout.
The purpose of the study was to perform an extensive investigation of passive
techniques and methods of application to the Saturn Instrument Unit, to define
appropriate passive techniques, to define the types of components that the tech-
niques should be adapted to, to determine methods of coupling into and out of a
component or a system, and to define the stimuli generation and response evalu-
ation equipment. The systems of the Saturn Instrument Unit were used for detailed
investigation as being representative of the types of space vehicle systems to which
passive techniques should be applied.
Passive instrumentation and stimulus generation techniques are defined for the
purposes of the study as, "those techniques for passively introducing stimuli and
extracting responses from vehicle systems without impairing, altering, or affecting
the system operation".
Limited experimental work was performed in the laboratory during the course of the
study to verify several of the more promising techniques.
The following conclusions were reached:
ae Recent advances in sensors and devices (electronic, electromechanical, opto-
electronic, etc.) make it possible to apply many new coupling techniques in
stimulating or measuring responses of an item under test;
Do These advances are being applied to ordinary instrumentation problems when
the ground rules, and experience of the designer, permit;
Co Passive techniques offer a powerful tool for improving isolation between the
primary system and the test system;
d. The results are most effective if the passive instrumentation and stimuli
couplings are functionally designed into the basic system, rather than added
as an after thought; however, some presently inaccessible test points can
be added by using passive techniques;
e. The most important single item in applying these techniques is the philosophy
or attitude of the designer - the intent, as nearly as possible, to isolate the
test system by designing the necessary sensors and transducers into the basic
system;
fD Development of passive techniques should be pressed at component, subsystem,
and system level to permit early implementation on space vehicles.
References made throughout these four volumes to the Sat V IU apply equally to the
Sat 1B IU.
B-iii
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INTRODUCTION
Appendix B to the final technical report on the Passive Instrumentation and Stimuli
Generation for Saturn V Equipment Checkout Study consists of data sheets which
were compiled during the course of the study on existing measurement and stimulus
channels in the Saturn IB Instrument Unit.
Appendix B is organized in three sections. Section I consists of data sheets for
each of the umbilical connections in the Saturn IB Instrument Unit which are used
for ground checkout of Instrument Unit systems via the umbilical connectors.
Section 2 contains data sheets for each umbilical connection on the Saturn IB Instru-
ment Unit which currently is used to introduce a stimulus during ground checkout
of the Instrument Unit systems.
Section 3 contains data sheets for those measurements required within the Instru-
ment Unit which are presently routed to telemetry.
The source of information for the data sheets of Section 1 and 2 of this appendix
was MSFC Contract NAS8-20240, Advanced Systems Checkout Design. The source
of information for the data sheets of Section 3 was the Instrumentation Program and
Components (IP&C) List, MSFC Drawing Number 50M10670, Revision A.
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SECTION I
DATA SHEETS
SATURN IB INSTRUMENT UNIT UMBILICAL CONNECTORS - MEASUREMENTS
B-2
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APPENDIX B
SECTION I
Each pin of each Saturn IB umbilical connector which is currently being used
for transmission of a measurement required during ground checkout of the
Instrument Unit has been examined to determine if the measurement transmitted
through that pin is amenable to the application of passive instrumentation
techniques.
Each data sheet contains the connector and pin number for the measurement, the
title of the measurement, the function of the measurement, the parameter that
is being measured, and the applicable passive technique which was determined
to be most feasible and practical for that measurement.
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 1
TITLE: Meas. IU Main Power Transfer External
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 28 VDC External Power
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Current
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect
Magneto Resistor
B-4
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 2
TITLE: Meas. IU Main Power Transfer Internal
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 28 VDC Internal Power
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Current
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect
Magneto Resistor
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pins
TITLE: Measurement Return- ESE Bus 6Dlll Regulation
FROM: S[B IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
28 VDC ESE Power Source Return
Ext.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Ol_oelectronics
MOS-FET Electrometer
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 6
TITLE: Meas. ESE Bus +6Dlll Regulation
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
28 VDC ESE Power Source
Ext.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronic s
MOS-FET Electrometer
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 9
TITLE: Meas. Return-ESE Bus +6D211 Regulation
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
28 VDC ESE Power Source Return
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronics
MOS-FET Electrometer
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 10
TITLE: Meas. ESE Bus +6D211 Regulation
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
28 VDC ESE Power Source
I TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronics
MOS-FET Electrometer
P
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 37
TITLE: Meas. Return Bus 6D10 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
Test Battery Current, O to 300A
Test Voltage Return, 28 VDC + 2VDC
D TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling
I
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 38
TITLE: Meas. Bus +6D10 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
Test Battery Current, 0 to 300A
Test Voltage, +28 VDC + 2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 39
TITLE: Meas. Return Bus 6D20 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
Test Battery Current, 0 to
Test Voltage Return
300A
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 40
TITLE: Meas. Bus +6D20 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
Test Battery Current, 0 to 300A
Test Voltage, -28 VDC + 2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET _ectrometer
Optoelectronic Couplin_
D
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2JI Pin 41
TITLE: Meas. Return Bus 6D30 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
Test Battery Current, 0 to
Test Voltage Return, 28 VDC
300 A
+2VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoeleetronie Coupling
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P CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J'l Pin 42
TITLE: Meas. Bus +6D30 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
Test Battery Current, 0 to 300A
Test Voltage, +28 VDC + 2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 43
TITLE: Meas. Return Bus
FROM: SIB IU
6D40 Voltage
TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
Test Battery Current,
Test Voltage Return,
0 to 300A
28 VDC + 2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 44
TITLE: Meas. Bus +6D40 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
Test Battery Current, 0 to 300A
Test Voltage, + 28 VDC + 2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronie Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 45
TITLE: Meas. Return Bus 6Dll Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Ground Power Return, 28 VDC + 2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET
Optoelectronic Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 46
TITLE: Meas. Bus +6Dll Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Ground Power, + 28 VDC + 2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 47
TITLE: Meas. Return Bus 6D21 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Ground Power Return, 28 VDC +_2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 48
TITLE: Meas. Bus + 6D21 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Ground Power, + 28 VDC +_2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 49
TITLE: Meas. Return Bus 6D31 Voltage
FROM: SIB l-t/ TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Ground Power Return, 28 VDC _+2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 50
TITLE: Meas. Bus + 6D31 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Ground Power, + 28 VDC ± 2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 51
TITLE: Meas. Return Bus 6D41 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Ground Power Return, 28 VDC _+2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling _
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I CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 52
TITLE: Meas. Bus + 6D41 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Ground Power, + 28 VDC _+2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 53
TITLE: Meas. Return Bus 6D51 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Ground Power Return, 28 VDC _+2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 54
TITLE: Meas. Bus + 6D51 Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Ground Power, + 28 VDC + 2 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Coupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 57
TITLE: Meas. Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO:
WIRE FUNCTION:
>58
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W2J1 Pin 58
TITLE: Meas. Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
SAFETY
601W2
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W3J1 Pin 4
TITLE: Meas. Gas Bearing GN 2 Pressure OK
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VI)C
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: GN 2 3000 PSI OK
Switch 603A45
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Strain Gage
Semiconductor Junction Transducer
Overlapping Grating (Photo-Etched Shutter)
B-30
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W3J1 ]:_'n 6
TITLE: Meas. Gas Bearing GN2 Pressure Low
FROM: SIB 1U TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: GN 2 1000 PSI OK
Switch 603A44
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Strain Gage
Semiconductor Junction Transducer
Overlapping Grating (Photo-Etched Shutter)
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W3J1 Pin 24
TITLE: Meas. Cooling System GN 2 Pressure OK
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Cooling System GN 2 3000 PSI OK
Switch 601A46
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Strain Gage
Semiconductor Junction Transducer
Overlapping Grating (Photo-Etched Shutter)
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W3J1 Pin 49
TITLE: Meas. Return I.U. Compartment Thermister No. 1 Ambient Temperature
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Temp, IU Ambient -20 to 45 Deg, C
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Semiconductor Junction Temperature Sensor
Present technique is passive, but this technique may be considered.
B-33
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W3J1 Pin 50
TITLE: Meas - IU Compartment Thermistor No. 1 Ambient Temperature
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Conditioned To 0 to 5 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: -20 to 45 Deg. C
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Semiconductor Junction Temperature Sensor
Present technique is passive, however this technique could be substituted,
B-34
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W3J1 Pin 54
TITLE: Meas-Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
I>
601W3
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Ssfety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W3J1 Pin 55
TITLE: Meas - Return
FROM: SIB 1U TO:
Thermal Probe 601A47
GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Return Line
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: -20 to + 45 Deg. C
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 50
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W3J1 Pin 56
TITLE: Meas - IU Compartment Thermistor No. 2
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Conditioned to 0 to 5 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: -20 to 45 Deg. C
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 50
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601"W3J1 _ 58
TITLE: Meas - Return IU Compartment Thermistor No. 3 Ambient Temperature
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
Thermal Probe 601A47
WIRE FUNCTION: Return Line
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: -20 to +45 Deg. C
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See l:__.n50
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W3Jl ]:fin 59
TITLE: Meas - IU Compartment Thermistor No. 3 Ambient Temperature
FROM: SIB 1U TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Conditioned To 0 to 5 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: - 20 to 45 Deg. C
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 50
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4J1 Pin 9
TITLE: Command/Measurement - SW Selector Read
FROM: SIBIU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
198 ma.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronics (Meas. Voltage)
Suggest Hall Device to monitor relay
B-40
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4J1 Pin i0
TITLE: Command/Meas - SW. Select Register Enable
FROM: SIB 1-13 TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 165ma.
+28VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B -41
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4J1 Pin 11
TITLE: Command/Meas. - IU SW. Select Enable
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 87 ma.
+28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4J1 Pin 15
TITLE: Meas. - Let Jettison Relays De-energized
FROM: SIBIU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 28 _+4 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Relay Position
(Discrete)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Device On Relay
Optoelectronics (Meas. Voltage)
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4J1 .Pin 41
TITLE: Meas. - Auto Abort System (A) Enabled
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Bi Level Signal
0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Relay Position
(Discrete)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Device On Relay
Optoelectronics (Meas° Voltage)
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4JI :Pin48
TITLE: Meas. - SIB or SIVB Eng. Manual Cutoff Enable Command (A) Received
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Bi Level Signal
0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Relay Position
(Discrete)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Device On Relay
Optoelectronics (Meas. Voltage)
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W_]1 Pin 49
TITLE: Meas. - Bus + 6D91 Energized
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Relay Position
(Discrete)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Transducer On Relay
Optoelectronics (Meas. Voltage)
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4J1 Pin 54
TITLE: Meas. - Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 _54
601W4
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-47
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W5J1 Pin 56
TITLE: Meas. - Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W5
I>56
59
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4J1 Pin 58
TITLE: Meas. - Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W4'
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W5J1 l:H_n59
TITLE: Meas. - Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1
>59
601W5
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 1
TITLE: Meas. - SW Select Address Verif. Eighth Digit
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Bi Level Signal
(Discrete)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Info from computer, but could be coupled with Optoelectronics
MOS-FET electrometer.
or
B-5I
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 l:_ 2
TITLE: Meas. - SW Select Address Verif. Seventh Digit
FROM: SIB ILl TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Bi Level Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Phl 3
TITLE: Meas. - SW Select Address Verif. Sixth Digit
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Bi Level Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 4
TITLE: Meas. - SW Select Address Verff. Fifth Digit
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Bi Level Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
B-54
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 .Pin 5
TITLE: Meas. - SW Select Address Verif. Fourth Digit
FROM: SIP, IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Bi Level Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 6
TITLE: Meas. - SW Selector Address Verff. Third Digit
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VIX]
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Bi Level Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 7
TITLE: Meas. - SW Select Address Verff. Second Digit
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Bi Level Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
B-57
D5-137.68-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 8
TITLE: Meas. - SW Selector Address Verif. First Digit
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Bi Level Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 11
TITLE: Meas. - SW. Select Actuated Latching Relays Reset
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Bi-Level Signal
0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Relay Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Device on Relay
Optoeleetronic DecoupUng
B-59
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 12
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TITLE: Meas. - Auto Abort Inhibit Functions Reset
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Bi-Level Signal
0or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Relay Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Device On Relay
Optoelectronic Decoupling
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 14
TITLE: Mess. - SIB/SIVB & SIVB/IU Interface Connector Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1
14
>
601W6
15I>
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 15
TITLE: Meas. - SIB/SIVB & SIVB/IU Interface Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W6
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: _terlock Safety S_mal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 16
TITLE: Meas. - SW Selector Register Reset
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WiRE FUNCTION: Bi-Level Signal
0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Relay Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Device On Relay
Optoelectronic Decoupling
B-63
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 18
TITLE: Meas. - LV/SC Separation Start Relay Reset
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Bi-Level Signal
0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Relay Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Device On Relay
Optoelectronic DecoupUng
B-64
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 30
TITLE: Meas. - Auto/Abort Bus + 6D95
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Bi-Level Signal
0or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Relay Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Device On Relay
Optoelectronic Decoupling
B-65
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 32
TITLE: Meas° - SIB One Engine Out Relay Energized
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Bi-Level Signal
0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Relay Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Device On Relay
Optoelectronic Decoupling
B-66
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 34
TITLE: Meas, - EDS Distr. LR Reset
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Bi-Level Signal
0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Relay Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Device On Relay
Optoelectronic Decoupling
B-67
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 39
TITLE: Meas. - IU/SC Intfc Connector Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W6
P1
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-68
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6Jl Pin 49
TITLE: Meas. - Bus + 6D92 Power On
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Bus Voltage Meas.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
Optoelectronic Decoupling
B-69
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 56
TITLE: Meas. - Connectors Mated
FROM: STR YLI" TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W6
_56
58
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-70
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 58
TITLE: Meas. - Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W6
1>58
56
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-71
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W7J1 Pin 2
TITLE: Meas. - Telemetry Transmitters Ikunmy Load RF Output
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended - No Input Data
B-72
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W7J1 Pin 5
TITLE: Meas. - DDAS Output
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended - No Input Information
B-73
D5-13268-4
I CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WSJ1 Pin 7
TITLE: Meas, Range Safety Decoder Power On
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VI)C
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronic Voltage Monitor
Hall Effect Current Monitor
B-74
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 8
TITLE: Meas. Command Receiver Power On
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronic Voltage Monitor
Hall Effect Current Meas.
B-75
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WSJ1 Pin 9
TITLE: Meas. Range Safety Decoder Pilot Tone
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer -Monitor Voltage
B-76
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 10
TITLE: Meas. Ret. Range Safety Decoder Pilot Tone
FROM: SI"R IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 9
B-77
D5-13268-4
D CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 33
TITLE: Meas. Ret S-IB Eng No. 1 or S-IVB Eng Pitch Act. Pot. Pos
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/Pin 34
ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMEN1': Position + 8 Deg.
S-IB H-1 Eng. Actr Stroke 3.82 In
S-IVB J-2 Eng Actr Stroke 2.9 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-78
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 34
TITLE: Meas. SIB Eng No. 1 or SIVB Eng Pitch Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/pin 33
ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position + 8 Deg.
S-IB H-1 Eng Actr Stroke 3.82 In
S-IVB J-2 Eng Actr Stroke 2.9 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-79
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 35
TITLE: Meas. Pet SIB Eng No. 2 Pitch Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/Pin 36
ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position ± 8 Deg.
S-IB H-1 Eng Actr Stroke 3.82 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-80
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 36
TITLE: Meas. SIB Eng No. 2 Pitch Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/Pin 35
ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position +_8 Deg.
S-IB H-1 Eng Actr Stroke 3.82 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-81
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WSJ1 Pin 37
TITLE: Meas. Ret SIB Eng No. 3 _Pitch Actr _Pot. _Pos.
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/Pin 38
ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position + 8 Deg.
S-_ H-I _'--Actr o._^,.^. o,_ _-
.IEJIJ._ I,_lbJLU,¢%¢_ ,J. U&a ,,IJLI.
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
_Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-82
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 38
TITLE: Meas. SIB Eng No. 3 Pitch Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/Pin 37
ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position ± 8 Deg.
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-83
D5-13258-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J'1 pin 39
TITLE: Meas. Ret SIB Eng. No. 4 Pitch Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/Pin 40 ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position + 8 Deg S-IB H-1 Eng. Actr Stroke 3.82 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-84
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 40
TITLE: Meas. S-IB Eng. No. 4 Pitch Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/Pin 39 ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position + 8 Deg. S-IB H-1 Eng. Actr Stroke 3.82 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-85
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 41
TITLE: Meas. Ret SIB Eng No. 1 Yaw Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: SIB TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/Pin 42 ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position + 8 Deg S-IB H-1 Eng Actr Stroke 3.82 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-86
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WSJ1 Pin 42
TITLE: Meas. SIB Eng No. 1 Yaw Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Rhid W/Pin 41 ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position + 8 Deg. S-IB H-1 Eng Actr Stroke 3.82 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-87
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 43
TITLE: Meas. Ret SIB Eng No. 2 Yaw Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & _ld W/Pin 44 ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position + 8 Deg S-IB H-1 Eng Actr Stroke 3.82 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-88
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 44
TITLE: Meas. SIB Eng No. 2 Yaw Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: SIB IU TO:GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/Pin 43 ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position + 8 Deg S-IB H-1 Eng Actr Stroke 3.82 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-89
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin45
TITLE: Meas. Ret SIB Eng. No. 3 Yaw Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/Pin 46 ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position + 8 Deg. S-IB H-1 Eng Actr Stroke 3.82 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-90
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 46
TITLE: Meas. SIB Eng No. 3 Yaw Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/Pin 45 ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position + 8 Dec S-IB H-1 Eng. Actr Stroke 3.82 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-91
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8JZ Pin 47
TITLE: Meas. Ret SIB Eng No. 4 Yaw Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: TO:
SIB IU GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/Pin 48 ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position + 8 Deg S-IB H-1 Eng Actr Stroke 3.82 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-92
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 48
TITLE: Meas. SIB Eng No. 4 Yaw Actr Pot. Pos.
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: TW & Shld W/Pin 47 ESE Display
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position + 8 Deg S-IB H-1 Eng Actr Stroke 3.82 In
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor With Magnetic Seeding
Differential Transformer
Proximity Sensor (Capacitance or Magnetic)
Optical Displacement Sensor
Linear Digital Encoder
B-93
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 49
TITLE: Meas. Tape Record Ready To Record
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Signal, ESE Display (Discrete)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor On Relay
B-94
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 50
TITLE: Meas. Ret Flight Cont. Comptr. Beta Cored. Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 to 9 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Variable Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
B-95
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 51
TITLE: Meas. Flight Co_t Comptr Beta Comd V
FROM: SIB 1-U TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Oto 9 VI)C
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Variable Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
B-96
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 56
TITLE: Meas. Corm Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W8
I>_ _
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-97
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W8J1 Pin 57
TITLE: Meas. Conn Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 1>57 6oiw8
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-98
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W9J1 Pin 25
TITLE: Meas - X r Gimbal Reslv. Stator Output Voltage
FROM: SIBIU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 25 ma., 5.0 Volt, Frequency - <2kc
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Passive at preseut, however, a Moire Fringe or other opticaltransducer could be
used as a alternate technique.
B-99
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W931 Pin 26
TITLE: Meas- Xr Gimbal Reslv Stator Ot_pu_ Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 25 ma., 5.0 Volt Maximum, Freq. <2kc
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE: See Pin 25
B-I O0
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W9J1 Pin 27
TITLE: Meas- X r Gimbal Reslv Stator Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 25 ma., 5.0 Volt Maximum, Freq. < 2kc
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 25
B-101
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W9J1 Pin 41
TITLE: Meas- Plate Reslv Chain Amp No. 1 Output Voltage
FROM: SIBIU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 to 45 VI)C
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 3 VDC/Deg (Analog Rate Signal)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
B-102
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W9J1 Pin 42
TITLE: Meas- Plate Reslv Chain Amp No. 1 Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 to 45 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 3 VDC/Deg (Analog Rate Signal)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
B-103
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W9J1 Pin 45
TITLE: Meas-Plate Reslv Chain Amp No. 2 Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 to 45 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 3 VDC/Deg (Analog Rate Signal)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
B-104
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W9J1 Pin 46
TITLE: Meas-Plate Reslv Chain Amp. No. 2 Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 to 45 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 3 VDC/Deg (Analog Rate Signal)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer
B-105
D5 -13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601V¢9J1 Pin 55
TITLE: Meas-Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-106
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W9J1 Pin56
TITLE: Meas-Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W9
J>56
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-107
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W10J1 Pin 18
TITLE: Meas-Control Attenuation Timer Zero ED
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
No Input Information
B-108
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WlOJ1 pin 55
TITLE: Meas-Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W10
57I>
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-109
D5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W10J1 Pin 57
TITLE: Meas-Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
Jl 601W10
I> 57
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-U0
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WlIJI Pin 1
TITLE: Meas-ST-124 X Accel Chart AIX
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Pre-Launch Accelerometer Calibration Check
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 0-6 Volt Min. (3 Volt Bias)
0-8 Volt Max. (4 Volt Bias}
Signal Rise Time -- 50_Sec. On Square Wave
Output Freq +60g (50 Hz/g)
-30g (50 Hz/g)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Present technique (Moire Fringe Transducer) is passive
B-111
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J'1 Pin 2
TITLE: Meas-ST-124 X Accel Chart B1X
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Pre-Launch Accelerometer Calibration Check
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 0-6 Volt Min. (3 Volt Bias)
0-8 Volt Max. (4 Volt Bias)
Signal Rise Time -- 50/iSec. On Square Wave
Output Freq +60g (50 Hz/g)
-30g (50 nz/g)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
B-112
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WllJ1 Pin 3
TITLE: Meas-ST-124 X Accel Chan A2X
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 0-6 Volt Min. (3 Volt Bias)
0-8 Volt Max. (4 Volt Bias)
Signal Rise Time -- 50#Sec. On Square Wave
Output Freq +60g (50 Hz/g)
-30g (50 Hz/g)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
B-113
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 4
TITLE: Meas-ST-124 X Accel Chan B2X
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Pre-Launch Accelerometer Calibration Check
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 0-6 Volt Min. (3 Volt Bias)
0-8 Volt Max. ( 4 Volt Bias)
Signal Rise Time -- 50_Sec. On Square Wave
Output Freq +60g (50 Hz/g)
-30g (50 Hz/g)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
B-114
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WlIJI Pin 5
TITLE: Meas-ST-124 Y Accel Chart AIY
FROM: SIB Ill" TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Pre-Launch Accelerometer Calibration Check
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 0-6 Volt Min. (3 Volt Bias)
0-8 Volt Max. (4 Volt Bias)
Signal Rise Time -- 50pSec. On Square Wave
Outpu_ Freq +60g (50 Hz/g)
-30g (50 Hz/g)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
B-115
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WllJ1 Pin 6
TITLE- Meas-ST-124 Y Accel Chan BIY
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Pre-Launch Accelerometer Calibration Check
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 0-6 Volt Min. (3 Volt Bias)
0-8 Volt Max. (4 Volt Bias)
Signal Rise Time -- 50_Sec. On Square Wave
Output Freq +60g (50 Hz/g)
-30g (50 nz/g)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
B-116
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 7
TITLE: Meas-ST-124 Y Accel Chan A2Y
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Pre-Launch Accelerometer Calibration Check
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 0-6 Volt Min. (3 Volt Bias)
0-8 Volt Max. (4 Volt Bias)
Signal Rise Time -- 50pSec. On Square Wave
Output Freq +60g (50 Hz/g)
-30g (50 Hz/g)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
B-117
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 8
TITLE: Meas-ST-124 Y Accel Chan B2Y
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Pre-Launch Accelerometer Calibration Check
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 0-6 Volt Min. (3 Volt Bias)
0-8 Volt Max. (4 Volt Bias)
Signal Rise Time -- 50#Sec. On Square Wave
Output Freq +60g (50 Hz/g)
-30g (50 Hz/g)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
B-118
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 9
TITLE: Meas-ST-124 Z Accel Chan AIZ
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Pre-Launch Accelerometer Calibration Check
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 0-6 Volt Min. (3 Volt Bias)
0-8 Volt Max. (4 Volt Bias)
Signal Rise Time - 50/_Sec. On Square Wave
Output Freq +60g (50 Hz/g)
-30g (50 Hz/g)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
B-119
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 10
TITLE: Meas-ST-124 Z Accel Chan BIZ
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Pre-Launch Accelerometer Calibration Check
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 0-6 Volt Min (3 Volt Bias)
0-8 Volt Max (4 Volt Bias)
Signal Rise Time -- 50pSec. On Square Wave
Output Freq +60g (50 Hz/g)
-30g (50 nz/g)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
B-120
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 11
TITLE: Meas-ST-124 Z Accelerometer Chan A2Z
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Pre-Launch Accelerometer Calibration Check
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 0-6 Volt lVIin. (3Volt Bias)
0-8 Volt Max. (4Volt Bias)
Signal Rise Time -- 50/_Sec.
O_put Freq +60g (50 Hz/g)
-30g (50 Hz/g)
On Square Wave
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
B-121
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 12
TITLE: Meas-ST-124 Z Accel Chan B2Z
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Pre-Launch Accelerometer Calibration Check
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: 0-6 Volt Min. (3 Volt Bias)
0-8 Volt Maz. (4 Volt Bias)
Signal Rise Time -- 50_Sec. On Square Wave
Output Freq +60g (50 Hz/g)
-30g (50 Hz/g)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 1
B-122
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 13
TITLE: Meas-.Return ST-124 Accelerometer
FROM: SIBIU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Accelerometer Return Line
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
None
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Common Return For 601W11J1 Pins 1 thru 12
B-123
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 27
TITLE: Meas-'Xr Gimbal Resolver Rotor Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
No Input Information.
B-124
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 28
TITLE: Meas-X r Gimbal Resolver Rotor Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
No Input Information.
B-125
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WllJ1 Pin 41
TITLE: Meas- ST-124 Plate Temp. Normal
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: +35 ° + 15°C
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Semiconductor Junction Temperature Sensor --
Present technique is passive; however, this technique might be considered.
D
B-126
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WllJ1 Pin 42
TITLE: Meas- ST-124 Plate Temp. High
FROM: TO:
SIB IU GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Voltage Present When Air Temp. 70°C or Above and/or
Gimbal Mass Temp. 55°C or Above
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Semiconductor Junction Temperature Sensors - Present technique is passive; however,
this technique provides an alternate.
B-127
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 43
TITLE: Meas-ST-124 Platform Gas Pressure OK
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 28 VDC This voltage is controlled by a pressure switch.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: For increasing pressure to 15 PSIG the switch shall close
between 10 & 12 PSIG. For decreasing pressure from 15
PSIG the switch shall open between 12 &10 PSIG.
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Measure Air Flow By Thermoconductive Flowmeter at Vent of ST-124M (Overboard
Vent)
B-128
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 44
TITLE: Meas- ST-124 Heater Conn. Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-129
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 46
TITLE: Meas- ST-124 Plate Temp. Low
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Voltage Present for Gimbal Mass Temp of 32°C or Above
(Discrete)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Semiconductor junction temperature sensors
MOS-FET Electrometer to sense voltage.
to replace overtemp indication, or
B-130
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WIIJ1 Pin49
TITLE: Meas- Platform I. 9 KHz P/S Voltage
FROM: TO:
WIRE FUNCTION: 20V, i.92 KHz Square Wave
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: P/S Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronics
B-131
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WlIJ1 Pin50
TITLE: Meas- Platform 1.9 KIIz P/S Voltage
FROM: SIB rLT TO: C_E
WIRE FUNCTION: 20V, I. 92 KIIz Square Wave
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: P/S Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronics
B-132
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 51
TITLE: Meas: Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1
>51
52!>
601Wll
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-133
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WllJ1 Pin 52
TITLE: Meas- Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601Wll
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-134
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 53
i
TITLE: Meas- Platform 1.6 KHz P/S Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 20 V, 1.6 KHz Square Wave
TYPE OF NIEASUREMENT: P/S Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronics
B-135
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WllJ1 Pin 54
TITLE: Meas _ Platform 1.6 KHz P/S Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 20V, 1.6 KHz Square Wave
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: P/S Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronics
B-136
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WIIJ1 Pin57
TITLE: Meas-Platform AC P/S Chan A Operating
FROM: TO:
SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: 26_+ 1 VAC; 400 Hz
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Chan A is One Phase of 3
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronics Hall Device or Magneto Resistor Modulator
B-137
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601Wl151 Pin 58
TITLE: Meas- Platform AC P/S Chan B Operating
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 26+ 1 VAC, 400Hz
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Chan B Is 1 of 3
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronics Hall or Magneto Resistor Modulator
B-138
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 Pin 4
TITLE: Meas- Return- Liftoff Relay Energized
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Meas. Return
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Device on Relay
B-139
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WI2J'1 Pin 5
TITLE: Meas-Liftoff Relay Energized
FROM: SIBIU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Device on Relay
B-140
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WI2JI pin 7
TITLE: Meas- Platform 400 Hz P/S _bA Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: + 26 + 1 VAC, 400 Hz
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: P/S Voltage Meas. _bA is 1 of 3
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronics Hall or Magneto Resistor Modulator
B-141
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12j1 pin 8
TITLE: Meas- Platform 400 Hz P/S _B Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: + 26 + 1 VAC, 400 Hz
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: P/S Voltage Me.as. _B is 1 of 3
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoeleetronics Hall or Magneto Resistor Modulator
B-142
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 Pin 9
TITLE: Meas- Platform 400 Hz P/S ¢C Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 26 + 1VAC, 400Hz
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: P/S Voltage Meas _C is 1 of 3
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronics Hall or Magneto Resistor Modulator
B-143
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12JI Pin 25
TITLE: Meas-SW Selector Internal l>wr. On
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 Volts
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Optoelectronics MOS-FET Electrometer
B-144
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 Pin 41
TITLE: Meas- Auto Abort System B Enabled
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 Volts
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer, Optoelectronics
B-145
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12 Pin42
TITLE: Meas-IU Guidance System Failure
FROM: SIBIU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 to 28 Volts
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer, Optoelectronics
B-146
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 Pin 48
TITLE: Meas-SIB or SIV B Engine Manual Cutoff Enable Command (B) Received
FROM: SIB IU TO: ESE
WIRE FUNCTION:
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
No Input Information
B-147
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 Pin49
TITLE: Meas Bus + 6D93 Energized
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF UEAS'JREMENT: Bus Vo!tage Measurement
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MO6-FET Electrometer, Optoelectronics
B-148
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 Pin 58
TITLE: Meas- Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W12
59
I>
MEAo_RLMLN,. Interlock Safcty SignalTYPE OF ¢,, = = ,T.
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-149
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 Pin 59
TITLE: Meas- Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W12
[>59
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-150
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 4
TITLE: Meas- Z Pendulum Pre-Amp Out. Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: (Z Pendulum Output (GSE) Null + 15 MVDC)
TYPE "'- ,,,--,,e,,,-,,:: ,..-k,ur r_r_ou_M,-,, T: Voltage
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None recommended, but could decouple after amplifier with optoelectric coupling
or MOS-FET electrometer.
B-151
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 5
TITLE: Meas- Z Pendulum Pre-Amp Out. Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: (Z Pendulum Output (GSE) Null + 15 MVDC)
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 4
B-152
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 6
TITLE: Meas- X Pendulum Pre-Amp Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: ( X Pendulum Output (GSE) Null + 15 MVDC)
TYPE '_ "= ^¢Ho=,_=_ST.
_./I IyI_p_IUI%L_ITIfml, i •
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 4
B-153
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 7
TITLE: Meas- X Pendulum Pre-Amp Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: ( X Pendulum Output (GSE) - Null + 15 MVDC)
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 4
B-154
D 5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 24
TITLE: Meas-Si Yp Coarse Synchro Stator Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
10
WIRE FUNCTION: 9
4
26V
3
8
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Moving Prism Position
Max. Coupling Voltage
V9_10=12 / 1 °
Max. Voltage To Neutral =
6.93 Volts
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Present technique is essentially passive; however, a Moire Pattern transducer
could be used to provide the decoupled measurement
B-155
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 Pin 25
TITLE: Meas-S2 Yp Coarse Synchro Stator Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION:
400Hz _ _
TY PE OF MEASUREMENT:
TO: GSE
10
Max. Coupling Voltage
V10_ 9 = 12 _/1 °
Max. Voltage to Neutral
= 6.93 Volts
8
Moving Prism Position Indication
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 24
B-156
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W1331 Pin 26
TITLE: Meas-S3 Yp Coarse Synchro Stator Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
10
WIRE FUNCTION:
26V
400Hz
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
9
Max. Coupling Voltage
=12/ 1 °
Max. Voltage To Neutral
= 6.93 Volts
8
Moving Prism Position Indication
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 24
B-157
D5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 27
TITLE: Meas-S1 Yp Fine Synchro Stator Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
7
WIRE FUNCTION:
2 6
1
5
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Moving Prism Position Indication
Max. Coupling Voltage
=V7_ 6 =13 _/ 20 °
Max. Voltage To Neutral
= 7.5 Volts
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 24
B-158
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 28
TITLE: Meas-S2 Yp Fine Synchro Stator Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
7
WIRE FUNCTION:
26V
400Hz
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Max. Coupling Voltage
V7_ 6=13 _/ 200
Max. Voltage to Neutral
= 7.5 Volts
5
Moving Prism Position Indication
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 24
B-159
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 29
TITLE: Meas-S3 Yp Fine Synchro Output Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO:
7
WIRE FUNCTION:
2
26V
400Hz
5
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
GSE
Max. Coupling Voltage
V7_ 6 = 13 / 20 °
Max. To Neutral
= 7.5 Volts
Moving Prism Position Indication
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 24.
B-160
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 30
TITLE: Meas - Return - Z Axis Resolver Stator Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Analog Output
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: None - Common Return
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-161
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 31
TITLE: Meas-Z Axis Resolver Stator Cosine Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Gimbal Angle Resolver Secondary Voltage Max = 5 Volt
Z Axis Gimbal Angles = 0 - 5. 625 Deg.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Resolver measuring position is essentially passive.
B-162
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 pin 32
TITLE: Meas - Z Axis Resolver Stator Sine Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: GimbaJ Angle Reso]ver Secondary Voltage Max. = 5 Volts
Z Axis Gimba] Angles = 0 - 5. 625 Deg
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 31
B-163
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 38
TITLE: Meas - Return X Axis Resolver Stator
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Analog Output
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Shaft Angle Encoder (Reference Line For X-Axis
Resolver Output)
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-164
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 39
TITLE: Meas - X Axis Resolver Stator Cosine Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Gimbal Angle Resolver Secondary Voltage Max. = 5 Volts
Z Axis Gimbal Angles = 0 - 5.625 Deg
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position
.q ,
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 32
B-165
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 40
TITLE: Meas - X Axis Resolver Stator Sine Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Gimbal Angle Resolver Secondary Voltage Max. = 5 Volts
Z Axis Gimbal Angles = 0 - 5. 625 Deg.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 32
B-166
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W!3J1 pin 41
TITLE: Meas - Return - Y Axis Resolver Stator
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Analog Output
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Sl-_dt Angle Encoder (Reference Line For Y-Axis Resolver
Output}
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-167
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 42
TITLE: Meas- Y Axis Resolver Stator Cosine Voltage
FROM: SIB IU TO: C_E
WIRE FUNCTION: Gimbal Angle Resolver Secondary Voltage
Max. = 5 Volts
Z Axis Gimbal Angles = 0 -- 5.625 Deg.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 32
B-168
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 43
TITLE: Meas- Y Axis Resolver Stator Sine Voltage
FROM: SIBIU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: Gimbal Angle Resolver Secondary Voltage Max. = 5 Volt
Z Axis Gimbal Angles = 0 --5. 625 Deg.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Position
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 32
B-169
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 47
TITLE: Meas- Yp Microsyn Output
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 200 MV RMS Per Deg./Sec.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Angular Rate 0-20 Deg./Sec.
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
This is a passive technique measuring rate gyro output.
B-170
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 48
TITLE: Meas-Yp Micros3m Output
FROM: SIBIU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 200 MV RMS Per Deg./Sec.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Angular Rate 0-20 Deg./Sec.
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 47
B-171
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin A
TITLE: Test Corm Comd LVDA Cmptr Halt (Test)
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
No Input Information.
B-172
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 54
TITLE: Meas- Connector Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W13
_54
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-l?3
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W13J1 Pin 55
TITLE: Meas- Connector Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W13
_55
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-174
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 2
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Mode 4
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Mode Reg Latch 4
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET Electrometer -- ..
...... > M ommr
uptoeiec_ronic _oupting
B-175
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 3
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Mode 3
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Mode Reg Latch 3
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-176
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 4
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Mode 1
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Mode Reg T__tch 1
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-177
D 5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W1531 Pin 5
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 5
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 5 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-178
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 6
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 7
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 7 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-179
D 5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 7
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 9
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 10 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-180
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 8
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Real Time l/A1
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: ReaJ Time Latch 1 GSE Output
Discrete
..L,
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-181
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15Jl Pin 14
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 21
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 21 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-182
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 15
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 20
FROM: Meas. LVDA Mode 5 TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 20 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-183
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 16
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Tag 2
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Tag Reg Latch 2 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-184
D 5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 17
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Tag 1
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Tag Reg Latch 1 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-185
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 20
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Mode 6
FROM: SIB-IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Mode Reg Latch 6
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-186
D5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 21
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Mode 5
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Mode Reg Latch 5
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-187
D5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 22
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Mode 2
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
D TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Mode Reg Latch 2Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
P
B-188
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 23
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Mode 3
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 3 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-189
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 24
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Mode 6
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 6 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-190
D 5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 25
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 8
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 8 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-191
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pm26
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 11
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 11 GSE Output Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-192
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WI5J1 Pin 27
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 26
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 26 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-193
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 28
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Spare Discrete Output
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Discrete Output Reg Latch 2 GSE Output
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-194
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 32
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 22
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 22 GSE Output
Discr_e
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-195
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 33
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 19
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 19 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-196
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 34
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 18
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: B'_fer Reg L_ch 18 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-197
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 35
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Tag 4
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Tag Reg Latch 4 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-198
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WlSJ1 Pin 36
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Tag 3
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Tag Reg Latch 3 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-199
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 pin 37
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Tag 5
FROM: SIBIU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Tag Reg Latch 5 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-200
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 38
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Tag 7
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Tag Reg Latch 7 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-201
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 39
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 1
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 1 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-202
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 40
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 4
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 _TDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 4 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-203
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15JI Pin41
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 10
FROM: SIB TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 10 _SE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-204
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 42
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 13
FROM: SIBI-U TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Buffer Reg Latch 13 _SE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-205
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 43
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 25
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 9.8 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Buffer Reg Latch 25 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin2
B-206
D5-13268--4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin44
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 24
FROM: SIB IU TO: G_E
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Buffer Reg Latch 24 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See :Pin 2
B-207
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 45
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 23
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Buffer Reg Latch 23 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-2o8
DS-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15 J1 Pin 46
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 17
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Buffer Reg Latch 17 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-209
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 47
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 16
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Buffer Peg Latch 16 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-210
D5 -13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 48
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Tag 6
FROM: SIB IU TO: C_E
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Tag Reg Latch 6 GSE
Discrete
Oumut
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin2
B-211
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 49
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Tag 8
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Tag Reg Latch 8 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin2
B-212
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 50
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 2
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Buffer Reg. Latch 2 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-213
D5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 51
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 12
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Buffer Reg Latch 12 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-214
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WI5J1 Pin 52
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 14
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Buffer Reg Latch 14 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See pin 2
B-215
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 53
TITLE: Meas. LVDA Data 15
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION: 0 or 28 VDC
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Buffer Reg Latch 15 GSE Output
Discrete
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
See Pin 2
B-216
D5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W15J1 Pin 54
TITLE: Meas. Connectors Mated (59)
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W15
l) 59
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-217
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WlSJ1 Pin 59
TITLE: Meas. Connectors Mated (54)
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W15
I
59
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-218
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W16J1 Pin 57
TITLE: Meas - Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W16
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-219
D5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W16J1 Pin 59
TITLE: Meas - Connectors Mated
FROM: SIB IU TO: GSE
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 601W16
!>
[_ 57
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Interlock Safety Signal
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Not Applicable
B-220
D5-13268-4
SECTION 2
DATA SHEETS
SATURN IB INSTRUMENT UNIT UMBILICAL CONNECTORS - STIMULUS
B-221
D 5-13268-4
APPENDIX B
SECTION 2
The data sheets of Section 2 use the same format as Section 1 ; however, the signals
treated in Section 2 are all stimulus signals utilized in testing the Saturn IB Instru-
ment Unit.
Utilization of passive stimuli generation techniques for the pins identified in Section 2
could best be accomplished by the use of passive de-coupling techniques such as
optoelectronic devices,Hall-modulators, etc., since the majority of the stimulation
required consists of current for the control of on-board relays etc.
Volume 2, Detailed Technical Report describes in detail the techniques available
for coupling stimulus current into systems in nondegrading ways. Full effectiveness
of passive stimulation of the Instrument Unit systems may require a programmable
current source on-board the vehicle.
B-222
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W3J1 Pins 1, 2, 3, 13, 14, 15
TITLE: Yaw, Pitch Control Accel. Force Coil
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 250 ma.
UNIT 603
603W3
<P1 P5<
CONTROL ACCEL.
YAW 603A26
PITCH 601A25
_J1
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-223
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W3J1 Pin 39
TITLE: Comd - TM RF Output XFR Dummy Load
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 270 ma.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-224
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4J1 Pin 38
PIN 38
TITLE: Cored- EDS Auto Abort No. IB Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION:
>
38 Q
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus 60 - COM
K30-2
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-225
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4J1 Pin 50
TITLE: Cored- LV Engines EDS Cutoff InhibitNo. 1 Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-226
D 5-13268 -4
J1 \ ! 50
601W4
601W4
P2 \/ CC
\!
Jl
P3 \/ A
J14
/\
P2
j1 /
P2 /\
K
6D COM
?
J19
"_. K 40
>2O
_K
Pi /\ _K
NO. 1 CUTOFF LV
ENGINES
SCHEMATIC FOR 601W4J1 PIN 50
EDS DISTRIBUTOR
602A5
PAYLOAD
INTERFACE
B-227
D 5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4J1 Pin 51
TITLE: Comd- Excessive Roll Rate Auto-Abort Inhibit No. 1 Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-228
D5-13268-4
J1 \/ .51
601W4
\I
J1 \ I DD
P3
602W4
I b
\/
EDS DISTRIBUTOR
602A5
A6
J8
K 52 _ 20
602W4
P3/\ B
P2 /\ Y
b
SCHEMATIC FOR 601W4J1 PIN 51
B-229
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4J1_ Pins 52, 53, 59
TITLE: Comd- Excessive Roll, Pitch, Yaw Rate No. 1 Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 37 ma.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-230
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4d-1 Pin 55
TITLE: Comd-Excessive Roll or Pitch or Yaw Rate Auto-Abort Inhibit No. 1
Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 100 ma.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-231
D5-13268-4
601W4
J1 \ / 55
\/
J1 \/ HH
602W4
P3 \I f
IA6
\/
J27 y 2
K46_ 2019
6D COM
J8
EDS DISTRIBUTOR
602A5
SCHEMATIC FOR 601W4J1 PIN 55
B-232
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4JI Pin 56
TITLE: Comd- SIB two engines Out Auto-Abort Inhibit No. 1 Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 37 ma.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-233
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W4J1 Pin 57
TITLE: Comd- EDS Auto-Abort No. 1 A Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 100 ma.
J1 P2 J1 P3 J10
v
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
J27 - 6
K30 - 1
Stimulus 6D COM
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-234
D 5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W5JI Pins 38, 40, 43
TITLE: Cored- Bus +6D91, +6D92, +6D93 Power Failure Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: AUX. PWR. DIST.
602A34
6o_ oo2_oI ¢P3o20> >>-:
, 9, M, E;41
40, S P, E124 K18,
42 U S, E122 K19,
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
6D COM
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-235
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 17
TITLE: Comd-EDS Auto-Abort No. 2B Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: P1
V
60 lW6 " 602W6 J_2
J1 P2 J1 P2 Jll
19
17 T T E752
6D COM
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-236
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 38
TITLE: Q-Ball Simulate Command
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: _im_J.lus
601W6 602W6
J1 P2 J1 P2 Jll
/ >> >> --
38 9 q E816
A
E31
602W26 601W26
J12 P2 P1 J2 P1
<< >> /
44 HH HH
PAYLOAD INTERFACE
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-237
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 50
TITLE: Comd- LV Engines EDS Cutoff Inhibit No. 2 Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
,1(',
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: .Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-238
D5-I3268-4
P1 /\
J2 /
Pl /\
P2 \/
J_2 \I
Jll
P2 /\
Jl \
P2 /\
j1 /
K
601W26
K
602W26
K
E 104
E791
CC
602W6
CC
601W6
50
J 20
K41
19
6D COM
EDS DISTRIBUTOR
602A5
%
SCHEMATIC FOR 601W6J1
B-239
PIN 50
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 51
TITLE: Comd- Excessive Roll Rate Auto Abort Inhibit No. 2 Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
601W6 602W6
J1 P2 J1 P2 Jll
> >> >> •
51 DD DD E 792
EDS DISTRIBUTOR
602A5
E864
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-240
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pins 52, 53, 54
TITLE: Comd- Excessive Roll, Pitch, Yaw Rate No. 2 Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION:
Operating Current,
387 ma.
Jl P2 Jl
> >>
52, EE,
53, FF,
54, GG,
6D COM
TYPE OF .,qEASUREMENT:
K 58
K 56
_ Vw_11111_
20 P1
>>
x
x
P2 Jll
>> :
EE, E820,
FF, E820,
GG, E857
I J_<P1
-
J27 E555, G,
J28 E563, L,
J29 E561 J
Gp
J,
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-241
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 55
TITLE: Comd- Excessive Roll or Pitch or Yaw Rate Auto-Abort Inhibit No. 2
Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 100 ma.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: _imulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-242
P1
V
_1K16
3
1
_K15
3
+ 6Dll
60 lW6
602W6
EDS DISTRIBUTOR
602A5
J1I
P2
P2
Jll \ /
P3
J17 V
J19
55
HH
HH
E856
E874
A
T
E617
11
SCHEMATIC FOR 601W6J1 PIN 55
B-243
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin57
TITLE: Comd- EDS Auto Abort No. 2A Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1
Operating Current, 100 ma.
P2 J1
> >>
57 KK
601W6 602W6
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
P2 Jll
>> :
KK E823
EDS DISTRIBUTOR
602A5
0K20_ 1
6D COM
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-244
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W6J1 Pin 59
TITLE: Comd- SIB Two Engine Out Auto-Abort Inhibit No. 3 Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 37 ma.
J1 P2 J1 P2 J1 E828
> >> >_ --
5 g JJ JJ I
J28 ] Jll P2 P3 J17
<< >> --
E853
4
>>
PI B
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
J19 Pl Pl J19
S_imuius
< _--_-->>
C V E643 W 15
CR15
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-245
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W9J1 Pins 1, 5, 9
TITLE: Cored Return- EDS Groups i, 2, 3 Rate Gyros
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 120 ma.
601W9 602W9
Jl P2 Jl P2 J6
> >> <<
5
5,
9
CONTROL SIGNAL
PROCESSOR
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B -246
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WgJ1 Pins 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12
TITLE: EDS Groups 1, 2, 3 Roll, Yaw, Pitch Rate Gyro
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 120 ma.
51 P2 Jl P2 J6
> >> <<
CONTROL SIGNAL
PROCESSOR
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-247
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W9J1 Pin 37 or 38
TITLE: Command Platform Resolver Chain IDB (z-x) Dummy Output
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION:
J_37or 38 J3_ _PI P_ j J6
601W9 603W9
UNIT 603A19
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-248
D 5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601Wl0Jl Pins 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12
TITLE: Command Flight Control Computer PHI Dot ( _ ) Roll, Yaw, or Pitch (A/B),
(A), or (B) Substitute
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 2 ma.
601W10 602WI0 J
J1 P2 J1 P2 J8 FLIGHT CONTROL
UMBTLTCA T, _._ <J<.- > > COMPEER
602 A 27
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall or Magnetoresistor Modulator
B-249
D 5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W10JI Pins 13, 14, 15, or 16
TITLE: Command Flight Control Computer Gamma Double Dot ( _ ) Yaw or Pitch
Substitute
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 2ma.
UMBILICAL
601WlO
J1 P2 J1
> >>
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
602W10 F -- --
p_l j8 FLIGHTcoMPUTERCONTROL
I 602 A 27
i
I
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall or Magnetoresistor Modulator
B-250
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W10J1 Pin 17
TITLE: Command Flight Control Computer C.A.T, ZERO
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 rnA.
UMBILICAL
TYPE OF i,= ,c,,o:.:_T.
601W10
J1 P2 J1
> >>
17 T
602WI0 [J8
FLIGHT CONTROL
COMPUTER
602 A 27
--7
I
_]
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall or Magntoresistor Modulator
B-251
D5-13286-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WlOJ1 Pin 19 or 20
TITLE: Command I_terz_pt 60 V (A) or (B)
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION:
UMBILICAL
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
601W10
J1
f
Stimulus
P2 J1
>>
602W10 r-
P2 iJ8
<1<
I
FLIGHT CONTROL
COMPUTER
602 A 27
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall or Magntoresistor Modulator
B-252
D 5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W10J1 Pins 21, 22, 23, or 24
TITLE: Command Flight Control Computer Redundancy Check 1, 2, 3, or 4
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma
UMBILICAL
601W10
Jl P2 Jl
> >>
602W10 ['--
P2 iJ8 FLIGHT CONTROL
<I< com,_E_
L___ 602 A 27
T, YP,_ OF MEASURE._NT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall or Magntoresistor Modulator
B-253
D 5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WlOJ1 Pins 25, 26, 27, or 28
TfTLE: Command Flight Control Computer S-IB or S-IVB Burn Substitute or
Substitute Test
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
601W10
UMBILICAL Jl_ P2 J1
602W10
4
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
I
L
FLIGHT CONTROL
C OMPUTER
602 A 27
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall or Magntoresistor Modulator
B-254
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W10J1 Pins 29, 30
TITLE: Command Flight Control Computer S-IVB Coast Substitute or Substitute Test
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION:
UMBILICAL
Operating Current, 50 ma.
601W10 602W10 [
Jl P2 Jl
> >>
29, 30 f, g
P2 I J8 FLIGHT CONTROL
I f'g 602 A 27
6
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall or Magntoresistor Modulator
B-255
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W10J1 Pins 32, 33, 34, 35, or 52
TITLE: Command Flight Control Computer Simulate Switch Point 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
UMBILICAL ._
601W10 602W10 [
PIN (NO.) PIN {LETTER)[
.......... MEN.,TYPE _,_="" *c, ,o,- T-
d
Stimulus
FLIGHT CONTROL
COMPUTER
602 A 27
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall or Magntoresistor Modulator
B-256
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W10J1 Pins 36, 37, 38, or 39
TITLE: Command Hight Control Computer Yaw or Pitch Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB-IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 2 _.
See Sheet 8
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall or Magnetoresistor Modulator
B-257
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601Wl0J1 Pins 40, 41, 42, 43,44, 45, 46, 47, or 48
TITLE: Command Flight Control Computer Phi. (_b)Roll, Yaw, or Pitch
(A/B), (A) or (B) Substitute
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 2ma. See Sheet 8
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall or Magnetoresistor Modulator
B-258
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601Wl0J1 Pin 49
TITLE: Command Flight Control Computer Comparison Circuit Reset
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50ma. See Sheet 8
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall or Magnetoresistor Modulator
B-259
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W10J1 Pin 50
TITLE: Command - _) Transfer Substitute Position
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: See Sheet 8
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-260
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WlOJ1 Pin 53
TITLE: Command SIB Mode Interrupt
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: See Sheet 8
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-261,
D5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WllJ1 Pin 15
TITLE: Command 8T124 Servo Damping Test Auto-Checkout (A)
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 100 ma.
J1 15 P2 Jl P2 J18 J15 P2 J_ll
> >> >> <<
601Wll 603Wll 603W49
PLAT. ELECT. ASSY. 603 A 20
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-262
D5-13268-5
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 16
TITLE: Command ST124 Servo Damping Test Auto-Checkout (B)
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
J1 17 P2 J1 P2 J18 l_ lt._ P2 Pl|
> > > > > < < </P_T"601W!1 603Wll 603W49
ELECT. ASSY. 603 A 20
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-263
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W11J1 Pin 17
TITLE: Command ST124 Servo Damping Test Auto-Checkout (C)
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
Jl> 16 P2>>j1 P2>>jls Jl_</\ P2 Pz<jj
601Wll 603Wll 603W49 I
PLAT. ELECT. ASSY. 603 A 20
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-264
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WllJ1 Pin 18
TITLE: Command ST124 Servo Damping Test, Test Pulse
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
J1>18 P2> >J-_± P2>>J18 JlS< <P2 P1<_j601Wll 603Wll 603W49
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
SUmulus
PLAT. ELECT. ASSY. 603 A 20
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-265
D5-13268--4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WllJ1 Pin20
TITLE: Command X Resolver Output Transfer X r Servo
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
J1 20 P2 J1 P2 J18
> >> >'-
601Wll 603Wll
TYPE OF IviEASUREiViENT:
Stimulus
<lJ15 P2 P1< < pLAT._.LECT._SY.603W49 603 A 20
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-266
D5 -i 3268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WllJ1 Pin 21
TITLE: Command X Resolver Output Measurements Transfer ESE Position
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
_21 P2 J] P2 J18
>> >>
601Wll 603Wll
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
J15 P2 Pl I
_603W49 _
PLAT. ELECT. ASSY. 603A20
Stimulus •
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-267
D5-13268 -4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 l__n 20
TITLE: Command Vehicle Liftoff Measurement Inhibit
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
Jl ?_ P2 J1 P2 J5
> >> >> _-
601W12 602W12
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
6D COM
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
B-268
D5-13268-4
CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 Pin 22, 23, or 24
TITLE: Command X r Servo Control Transformer $1, $2, or $3 Position
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 200 ma.
601W12
?> 5 "B/
602W12 603A2
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
j!_ P2 pIF--
< < _.1 PLAT. ELECT. ASSY. 603 A 20
603W49 L_.--_
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 Pin 35
TITLE: Command EDS Auto-Abort No. 3B Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 35 P2 J1 P3 J10 K 10-1
> >> >> : @-
601W12 602W12
A
v 6D COM
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601WI2JI Pin 50
TITLE: Command Launch Vehicle Engines EDS Cutoff Inhibit No. 2 Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION:
Operating Current, 50 ma°
K 42
Jl 50 P2 Jl P2 J1
601W12 602W12 602A5
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
J2 P2
602W27
6D COM
Jl P2 p_]No. 3CUTOFFLV< < ENacts
601W27 j
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1
TITLE: Command Excessive Roll Rate Auto-Abort Inhibit No. 3 Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 50 ma.
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 Pin 52, 53, or 54
TITLE: Command Excessive Roll, Pitch, or Yaw Rate No. 3 Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 350 ma.
J26 P1
601W:12 602W12 602A5 602W58
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
6D COM
CONT. SIG. PRO(]. 602 A24
I°
Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 Pin 55
TITLE:Command Excessive Roll or Pitch or Yaw Rate Auto-Abort Inhibit No. 3 Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 100 ma.
J1 55
> >> >>
601W12
! 6D .C OM
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
SUmulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 :Pin 56
TITLE: Command SIB Two Engines Out Auto-Abort InhibitNo. 3 Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION:
J1 56 P2 J1
601W12
Operating Current, 37 ma.
P3_ 91
._ __
> >----_
i v- 6° COM
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
SIB TWO ENG. OUT
AUTO ABORT
DEACTIVATE
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
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CONNECTOR NUMBER: 601W12J1 Pin 57
TITLE: Command EDS Auto-Abort No. 3A Simulate
FROM: GSE TO: SIB IU
WIRE FUNCTION: Operating Current, 100 ma.
J1 57
> >> >>
601W12
6D COM
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Stimulus
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
None Recommended
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SECTION 3
DATA SHEETS
SATURN IB INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM AND COMPONENTS LIST -
TELEMETRY SIGNALS
B-277
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APPENDIX B
SECTION 3
In addition to the measurements that are currently brought out of the Saturn IB
Instrument Unit and the stimuli that are introduced into the Instrument Unit through
the umbilicals, a large number of signals are routed from the Instrument Unit to
the telemetry system.
The data sheets of Section 3 are slightly different in format from Sections 1 and 2.
In Section 3 similar measurements have been listed on the same data sheet under
the heading, "type of measurement". The measurements are identified by their
measurement number, by their name, and the range of values covered by each
measurement.
The passive techniques most applicable to the groups of measurements are identi-
fied.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Acceleration Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
VA 2-6_3 Acceleration, Longt 0 to 4.5G
A 3-603 Acceleration, Longt + - 0.5G
VA 4-601 Acceleration, Pitch Control 0 to ± 5 m/sec, sq.
VA 5-603 Acceleration, Yaw Control 0 to _ 5 m/sec, sq.
Response
CPS
25
8
2O
11
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
The control accelerometers being used at present provide passive instrumentation.
An MOSFET voltage sensitive device could be used to decouple the measurement
of the voltage output from the actual signal line°
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Acoustic Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
B ]-601 Acoustic, Flush Mtg. 140 to 160 DB
Response
3 KC
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
The microphone presently used to make acoustic measurements is a passive
device.
B-. B-280
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Temperature Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
C 6-601 Temp, Sublimator inlet water, 0 to 30°C
C 9-601 Temp, IU inlet methanol water, - 10 to 20°C
C 10-601 Temp, HI exit methanol water, - 10 to 20°C
C 11-601 Temp, sublimator inlet methanol water, 10 to 25°C
c 12-601 Temp, sublimator exit methanol water, 10 to 20°C
C 13-601 Temp, accumulator inlet coolant, 10 to 20°C
VXC 15-601 Temp, methanol/water control, 10 to 20°C
C 16-603 Temp, ST-124M shroud inlet coolant, 10 to 20°C
C 17-603 Temp, ST-124M shroud exit coolant, 15 to 25°C
C 18-602 Temp, colcl plate inlet coolant (loc. 9), 10 to 20°C
C 19-601 Temp, cold plate exit coolant (loc. 5), 15 to 25°C
Note all measurements 5%
Response
CPS
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Thermistor thermometers presently used are passive; however, the use of
semiconductor junction temperature sensors (transistor thermometer) would
provide an additional passive technique.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Temperature Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Respense
CPS
C 20-G01 Temp,
C 21-603 Temp,
C 22-602 Temp,
C 23-603 Temp,
C 24-603 Temp,
_-uv_ Temp,
C 26-601 Temp,
C 29-603 Temp,
cold plate exit coolant (loc. 4), 15 to 25°C
ST-124 methanol water exit, 15 to 25°C
fit. control comp. exit coolant, 15 to 25°C
_^,a plate exit coolant (loc. 20}, 15 to 25°C_.;U.tl.l
adapt/comp, meth/water exit, 15 to 25°C
r,,/_ _r_ _,_+ _nnl_nt_ 1 ._ to 25Oc
S-IVB exit coolant, 15 to 25°C
heat exchanger nitrogen exit, 10 to 20°C
C 30-603 Temp, heat exchanger methanol/water inlet, 10 to 20°C
XC 31-603 Temp, ST-124M bearing inlet, 10 to 20°C
C 33-603 Temp, ST-124M met. frame, - 25 to + 25°C
VC 34-603 Temp, ST-124M internal gimbal, 35 to 60°C
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Thermistor and resistance thermometers presently used are passive; however,
the use of semiconductor junction temperature sensors (transistor thermometer)
would provide an additional passive technique.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Temperature Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Response
CPS
XC 35-601 Temp, IU inlet air/GN2, -15 to 40°C 2.4
XC 36-601 Temp, IU ambient, -20to 45 ° C 2.4
C 37-601 Temp, lit inner skin #1 (loc. 4), -50 to 50°C 2.4
C 38-601 Temp, IU inner skin #2 (ioc. 2), -50 to 50°C 2.4
C 39-602 Temp, IU inner skin #3 (lot. 10), -50 to 50°C 2.4
C ,,_u-_uz .rump, .re [u.u_J." ..... _-" o¢. _a), -_v_YI, JLJUL 'Jl: _U UU_Ik.._ t'e_Jk:
C 41-602 Temp, IU _uner sMn #5 _oc, !6), -50 to 50oc 2.4
C 42-602 Temp, IU inner skin #6 (lot. 14), -50 to 50oc 2.4
C 43-603 Temp, IU inner skin #7 (foe. 21), -50 to 50°C 2.4
C 44-603 Temp, IU ,'nner skin #8 (foe. 20), -50to 50°C 2.4
C 51-603 Temp, Azusa internal, 10 to 55oc 2.4
Note: all measurements 5%
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Thermistor and resistance thermometers presently used are passive; however,
the use of semiconductor junction temperature sensors (transistor thermometer)
would provide an additional passive technique.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Temperature Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
VC53-603 Temp,
VC54-603 Temp,
VC55-603 Temp,
VC56-603 Temp,
VC62-603 Temp,
VC6._-603 Temp.
XC64-601 Temp,
XC65-601 Temp,
XC66-601 Temp,
VC67-603 Temp,
guide computer (logic page}, 10 to 75°C
guide computer (memory}, 10 to 75°C
data adapter (2A10AS), 10 to 75°C
Data adapter (2A10All), 10 to 75oc
aceel, sig. cond., 10 to 75Oc
ST124M electronic box, 10 to 75°C
battery #1 internal, 0 to 75°C
battery #2 internal, 0 to 75°C
battery #3 internal, 0 to 75°C
25_} VA inverter, 10 to 75oc
XC68-601 Temp, battery #4 internal, 0 to 70oc
C57-900 Temp, Q-ball, internal, 0 to 100oc
C58-602 Temp, RF assembly surface, F1, -50 to 125°C
C69-602 Temp, control computer, -100 to 200°C
C70-602 Temp, control computer, -100 to 200oc
C71-601 Temp, GN2 bottle outlet (T. C. system}, -90 to 50°C
C74-602 Temp, recorder assy tape, surface, 0 to 100oc
Note all measurements 5%
Response
CPS
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Thermistor and resistance thermometers presently used are passive; however,
the use of semiconductor junction temperature sensors (transistor thermometer)
would provide an additional passive technique.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Pressure Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
VDI-90 o EDS-delta P pitch, Q-ball, 0 to + 4 psid
VD3-900 EDS-delta P yaw, Q-ball, 0 to + 4 psid
XDll-603 pressure ST-124M air bearing, 0 - 35 psid
VD12-603 pressure internal ambient ST-124M, 0 - 20 psid
D19-602 Pressure, control computer, 0 - 25 psia
D20-602 pressure, control sig. proc., 0 - 25 psia
¥-XD24-601 inlet pressure coo _lant pump _I/M), 0 - 35 psia
Note all measurements 5%
Response
CPS
25
25
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
At the present time there are no passive techniques to measure low pressure
to replace the Bourdon-tube potentiometer and strain gage types of transducers.
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PASSIVE APPLICA'IIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Pressure Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
XDI0-_n3 Pressure
D17-601 Pressure
D18-601 Pressure
D25-601 Pressure
Response
CPS
- GN2 regulator inlet (A.B.), 0 to 3500 psia 2.4
- Coolant manifold inlet, 0 to 60 psia 2.4
- S-IVB exit coolant, 0 to 45 psia 2.4
- GN 2 reg_ator inlet (T.C. sys), 0 to 3500 psia 2.4
Note all measurements 5%
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
A strain gage or semiconductor junction transducer measuring the change in shape
of a body subjected to stress by high pressure could replace the bourdon tube on
measurements D10-603 and D25-601. No passive low pressure technique is
available for replacing bellows used on measurements D17-601 and D18-601.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Vibration Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
E1-6C3
E2-603
E3-603
E4-603
E5-603
E6-603
Vib. X axis, inertial gimbal ST-124M, 0 to + 5G
Vib. Y axis, inertial gimbal ST-124M, 0 to + 5G
Vib. Z axis, inertial gimbal ST-124M, 0 to + 5G
Vib. ST124M MTG frame, iongt, 0 to + 10G
Vib. ST124M MTG frame, pitch, 0 to + 10G
Vib. ST124M MTG frame, yaw, 0 to + 10G
E7-603 Vib. ST124M support, longt, 0 to ± 10G
E8-603 Vib. STI24M support, tang, 0 to + 10G
E9-603 Vib. ST124M support, perp, 0 to + 10G
E10-603 Vib. lower MTG ring, longt, 0 to + 10G
Ell-603 Vib. lower MTG ring, perp., 0 to + 10G
Note all measurements 10%
Response
CPS
3KC
3KC
3KC
3KC
3KC
3KC
3KC
3KC
3KC
3KC
3KC
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
The piezoelectric accelerometers used at present are making passive measurements.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Vibration Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Response
E12-603 :rib. upper MTG ring longt, 0 to +- 10G 3KC
E13-603 Vib. upper MTG ring perp, 0 to+ 10G 3KC
E14-603 Vib. upper MTG ring longt, 0 to + 10G 3KC
E15-603 Vib. upper MTG ring perp., 0 to+_ 10G 3KC
E16-603 Vib. lower MTG ring longt, 0 to + 10G 3KC
E17,603 Vib. lower MTG ring perp., 0 to + 10G 3KC
E18-602 Vib. RF assy, F2 panel longt, 0 to + 10G 3KC
E19-602 Vib. RF assy., F2 panel perp, 0 to + 10G 3KC
E20-603 Vib. Air bearing supply panel longt, 0 to + 10G 3KC
E21-603 Vib. air bearing supply panel perp, 0 to + 10G 3KC
E22-602 Vib. flight control computer panel longt, 0 to + 10G 3KC
E23-602 Vib. flight control computer panel perp, 0 to + 10G 3KC
E26-603 Vib. Dig. computer/data adapt, longt, 0 to _+ 59 loG 3KC
E27-603 Vib. dig. computer/data adapt, perp. 0 to + 10G 3KC
E28-603 Vib. dig. computer/data adapt, perp. 0 to + 10G 3KC
Note all measurements 10%
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
The piezoelectric aeeelerometers used at present are already making passive
measurements.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Flow Rate Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
F1-601 }low rate sublimator inlet water . 01 to . 08 GPM
F2-601 Flow rate sublimator bypass M/W 1.5 to 25 GPM
F3-601 Flow rate cold plate ...... '^-" "_ _llllt_t s.;OOI_:_IIL _ll.sw. 0, c)_
_j _ to 1.0 GPM
F4-603 Flow rate cold plate inlet coolant (loc. 20) 0.25 to 1.0 GPM
F5-603 Flow rate ST-124 shroud inlet coolant . 1 to . 5 GPM
F6-602 Flow rate f!t. cont. comp. inlet coolant . 25 to 1.0 GPM
F7-601 Flow rate cold plate inlet coolant (loc. 4) 0.25 to 1.0 GPM
F8-603 Flow rate adapt/comp, meth/water inlet 0.25 to 1.0 GPM
FVX9-602 Flow rate,IU/S-IVB exit coolant 1.5 to 25 GPM
VXF10-601 Flow rate S-IVB inlet coolant 1.5 to 9 GPM
Fll-603 Flow rate ST-124M shroud inlet coolant .1 to . 5 GPM
Note all measurement 5% except F1-601 which is 3%
Response
CPS
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Ultransonic method may be useful for flow rates above 0.5 ft./sec.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Position Measurement Summary
FROM SIB-IU-201 TO: Telemetry e
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Response
VGI-1 Position, pitch actuator, 0 to + 8 Deg. 2.4
VG1-2 Position, pitch actuator, 0 to + 8 Deg. 2.4
VG1-3 Position, pitch actuator, 0 to+8 Deg. 2.4
VG1-4 Position, pitch actuator, 0 to+8 Deg. 2.4
VG1-401 Position, pitch actuator, 0 to + 8 Deg. 2.4
VG2-1 Position, pitch actuator, 0 to+8 Deg. 2.4
VG2-2 Position, pitch actuator, 0 to + 8 Deg. 2.4
VG2-3 Position, pitch Actuator, 0 to + 8 Deg. 2.4
G2-4 Position, pitch actuator, 0 to + 8 Deg. 2.4
VG2-401 Position, pitch actuator, 0 to + 8 Deg. 2.4
v,=_-_ ...... on, pitch actuator, 0 to + 8 Deg. 2.4
VG2-2 Position, pitch actuator, 0 to + 8 Deg. 2.4
VG2-3 Position, pitch actuator, 0 to + 8 Deg. 2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Pitch actuator position is presently measured by a potentiometer with a mechanically
positioned wiper. This device is already passive, and isolated from the control
signals. However, the Hall device with magnetic seeding could be used.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Position Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
G2-10_: Position yaw actuator 0 to + 8 Deg.
VG2-401 Position Yaw actuator 0 to + 7.5 Deg.
Note all measurements . 03%
Response
CPS
35
2O
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Actuator position is presently measured by a potentiometer with a mechanically
positioned wiper. This device is already passive, and isolated from the control
signals; however, the Hall device with magnetic seeding could be used.
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PASSIVEAPPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Position Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
VXG3-691 Position, meth/water control valve, 0 to 100%
G5-601 Open position, water control valve, 0 or 28 VDC
VG 6-601 Closed position, water control valve, 0 or 28 VDC
Response
CPS
2.4
2.4
2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect Sensor with magnetic seeding
Optical Displacement Sensor
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Guidance and Control Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
VHI-1 Delta 1, Pitch Actuator, 0 to + 14 ma.
D
VHI-2 Delta 1, Pitch Actuator, 0 to + 14 ma.
VHI-3 Delta 1, Pitch Actuator, 0 to + 14 ma.
VHI-4 Delta 1, Pitch Actuator, 0 to + 14 ma.
VH2 -1 Delta 1, Yaw Actuator, 0 to + 14 ma.
VH2-2 Delta 1, Yaw Actuator, 0 to + 14 ma.
VH2-3 Delta 1, Yaw- Actuator, 0 to + 14 m_.
VH2-4 Delta 1, Yaw Actuator, 0 to + 14 ma.
Note all Measurements 5%
Response
CPS
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
25
25
25
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall effect device with flux concentrating core.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Guidance and Control Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Response
CPS
VHI-401 Valve current, pitch actuator, 0 to + 50 ma.
VH2-401 Valve current, yaw actuator 0 to + 50 ma.
VH3-400 Attitude control engine, pitch eng. relay IP-111P
+ 2.5VDC
VH4-400 Attitude control engine, engine relay 1 11-1 IV
+ 2.5VDC
VH5-400 Attitude control engine, engine relay 111 11-111
+ 2.5VDC
IV
2.4
2.4
25
25
25
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall effect devices:
1.
2.
Wi_h flux concentrator to measure curre_.
On relay to monitor activation.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Guidance and Control Measurement Summary
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Response
CPS
VH10-603 X Accelerometer Pickup ST-124M 0 to + 1 Deg.
VHll-603 Y Accelerometer Pickup ST-124M 0 to + 1 Deg.
VH12-603 Z Accelerometer Pickup ST-124M 0 to + 1 Deg.
All Measurements 5%
25
25
25
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
A MOS-FET electrometer could be used to decouple the output voltage measure-
ment from the actual signal line.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Guidance and Control Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
H13-603 X Accelerometer Servo, ST-124M 0 to + 5 VDC
H14-603 Y Accelerometer Servo, ST-124M 0 to + 5 VDC
H15-603 Z Accelerometer Servo, ST-124M 0 to _+ 5 VDC
All Measurements 5%
Response
CPS
160
160
160
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
A MOS-FET electrometer could be used to decouple the output voltage measurement
from the actual signal line.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Guidance and Control Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Response
CPS
H16-603 X accelerometer, A1 0.05M/sec/pulse 2.4
H17-603 X accelerometer, B1 0.05M/sec/pulse 1050
H18-603 X accelerometer, A2 0.05M/sec/pulse 1050
H19-603 X accelerometer, B2 0.05M/sec/pulse 1050
H20-603 Y accelerometer, A1 0.05M/sec/pulse 2.4
H21-603 Y accelerometer, B1 0.05M/sec/pulse 600
H22-603 Y accelerometer, A2 0.05M/sec/pulse 600
H23-603 Y aceelerometer, B2 0.05M/sec/pulse 600
H24-603 Z accelerometer, A1 0.05M/sec/pulse 2.4
H25-603 Z aceelerometer, B1 0.05M/sec/pulse 450
H26-603 Z accelerometer, A2 0.05M/sec/pulse 450
All Measurements 5%
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Opto-electronics or a MOS-FET electrometer could be used to decouple the
measurement from the signal carrying line.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Guidance and Control Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
H35-603 Voltage, 4.8KC platform excitation, 8-12 VAC
H36-603 Voltage, 4.8KC platform excitation, 8-12 VAC
VH40-603 X gyro pickup, ST-124M, 0 to + 1 Deg.
VH41-603 Y gyro pickup, ST-124M, 0 to + 1 Deg.
VH42-603 Z gyro pickup, ST-124M, 0 to + 1 Deg.
All Measurements 5%
Response
CPS
2.4
2.4
25
25
25
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
A MOS-FET electrometer could be used to decouple the measurement from the
signal carrying line.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Guidance and Control Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Response
CPS
H44-603 output, X gyro servo 0 to + 1.25 VDC 35
H45-603 output, Y gyro servo 0 to+ 1.25 VDC 80
H46-603 output, Z gyro servo 0 to+ 1.25 VDC 110
VH69-602 attAtude error signal, ang. pos. roll, 0 to + 45 VDC 25
VH70-602 attitude error signal, ang. pos. yaw, 0 to + 45 VDC 25
m
VH71-602 attitude error signal, ang. pos. pitch, 0 to + 45 VDC 25
H60-603 gid eomp. operation 0 or 28 VDC 50
All Measurements 5% except H60-603
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
A MOS-FET electrometer could be used to deeouple the measurement from the
signal carrying line.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Guidance and Control Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-1U TO: Telemetry
Response
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: CPS
VH54-603 Attitude pitch, ladder output guidance computer,
0 to + 15 Deg. 2.4
VH55-603 Attitude yaw, ladder output guidance computer,
0 to _+ 15 Deg. 2.4
VH56-603 Attitude roll, Ir_Ider output guidance computer,
0 to + 15 Deg. 2.4
All Measurements 5%
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
The ladder outputs are required in the calculation of attitude error signals.
However, a MOS-FET voltage sensing device could be used to decouple the
measurement function from the required signal line.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: RF + Telemetering Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Response
CPS
J1-603 AZUSA power output, 0 to 2.4 VDC 2.4
J2-603 AZUSA AGC voltage, 0 to 3.0 VDC 2.4
J7-603 C-Band receiver input signal, 0 to 1.0 VDC 2.4
J8-603 C-Band interrogation PRF, 0 to 1.0 VDC 2.4
J20-603 Command receiver limiter test voltage, (TM #1),0 to 5 VDC 2.4
J66-603 Command receiver limiter test voltage (TM #2),
0 to 5 VDC 2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
MOS-FET electrometers could be used to decouple the measurements from the
signal carrying lines.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS- TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
F UNCTION: RF + Telemetering Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
J66-603 Command receiver limiter, 0 or 5 VDC
J67-603 Incident power, C-Band, 0 to 6 VDC
J68-603 Reflected power, C-Band, 0 to 5 VDC
Response
CPS
2.4
2.4
2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
A MOS-FET electrometer could be used to decouple the measurement from signal
carrying line.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Signals Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: Response
CPS
K3-603 SW SEL, zero indicate, 0 or 28 VDC 25
VK4-603 SE SEL, output, 0 to 5 VDC 25
VK5-603 SW SEL, stage select, 0 or 28 VDC 25
VK6-603 SW SEL, read command, 0 or 28 VDC 25
K7-603 SW SEL, reset, 0 or 28 VDC 25
VK8-603 SW SEL, register verification, 0 or 28 VDC 25
"v_K20-602 S-IVB, burn, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VK22-602 Servo amplifier comparator, pitch, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VK23-602 Servo amplifier comparator, yaw, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VK9-602 EDS, S-IB' engine out (engine 1-8), 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VK10-602 EDS, S-IB engine out (engines 2-8), 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VKll-602 EDS, S-IB two engine out signal A, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VK12-602 EDS, S-IB two engine out signal B, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VK13-602 EDS, +6095 Bus energized, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VK14-602 EDS, S-IB or S-IVB engine cutofffrom S.C.,
0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VK15-602 EDS, or manual cutoffof S-IB or S-IVB, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VK16-602 EDS, or manual cutoffof S-IB or S-IVB, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VK17-602 EDS manual cutoff of S-IB or S-IVB engine armed,
0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VK18-602 EDS manual cutoffof S-IB or S-IVB engine armed,
0 or 28 VDC. 2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall effect or opto-electronic coupling could be used to replace the measure-
ments being made by relay closure.
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PASSIVEAPPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: SignalsMeasurement Summary
FROM SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Response
cps
VK24-602
VK25-602
VK26-602
VK32-601
VK33-603
VK34-603
VK35-603
VK36-602
Spacial amplifier comparator, roll-yaw 10, 0 or 28 VDC
Spacial amplifier comparator, pitch, 0 or 28 VDC
Spacial amplifier comparator, roll-yaw 11, or 28 VDC
Control accelerometers on indication, 0 or 28 VDC
Control computer on indication bus +6011, 0 or 28 VDC
Control computer on indication bus +6031, 0 or 28 VDC
Control computer on indication bus +6041, 0 or 28 VDC
Control signal processor on indication, 0 or 28 VDC
VK37-601 Switch selector register test, 0 or 28 VDC
K27-603 Range safety decoder output #1, 0 or 28 VDC
K28-603 Range safety decoder output #2, 0 or 28 VDC
K29-603 Range safety decoder output #3, 0 or 28 VDC
K30-603 Range Safety decoder output #4, 0 or 28 VDC
K31-603 Range safety decoder output #5, 0 or 28 VDC
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
25
25
25
25
25
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall effect or opto-electronic coupling could be used to replace the measurements
being made by relay closure.
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PASSIVE APPLICA'IIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Signals Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
Response
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: cps
VK38-601
VK39-601
VK42-602
VK43-602
VK44-602
VK45-602
VK47-602
VK48-602
VK49-602
VK50-602
VK52-602
VK46-602
Radar transponder power on, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
AZUSA transponder power on, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
F1 R. Fo assembly on indication, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
FL T.M. assembly on indication, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
F2 R.F. assembly on indication, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
F2 T.M. assembly on indication, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
PCM/DDAS T.M. assembly on indication, 0' or 28 VDC 2.4
S1 R.F. assembly on indication, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
S1 T.M. assembly on indication, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
Tape recorder record on, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
Tape recorder play back forward on indication, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
PCM/R.F. assembly on indication, 0or 28 VDC 2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall effect, opto-electronic coupling devices could be used to decouple the
measurements made by relay closure.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Signals Measurement Summary
FROM SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
VK53-602 Tape recorder power on indication, 0 or 28 VDC
VK54-602 Measuring rack on indication, 0 or 28 VDC
VK55-602 Measurement transferred to DDAS measurements, 0 or 28
VDC
VK56-{}02
VK57-603
VK58-603
VK59-601
VK60-601
VK61-603
VK62-603
VK54-601
VK63-602
VK86-603
VK87-602
Response
cps
2.4
2.4
2.4
TM calibrator assembly on indication, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
Q-Ball on indication bus 6021, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
Q-Ball on indication bus 6041, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
Cooling system electronic on indication, 0 or 28 %rDC 2,4
Measuring rack 602A 408 on indication, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
Summation gyro currents (ST-124-M-3), 0 to 7.5 VDC 2.4
Summation accel, currents (ST-124-M-3), 0 to 7.5 VDC 2.4
_-_+_n. 0 or 28 VDC 2.4Measuring racks on .......... ,
S-IB stage separation, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
EDS 40 Sec-Timer timed out, 0 to 28 VDC 2.4
Let jettison CMD, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
Note VK62-603 Measurement 5%
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall effector opto-electronic coupling could be used to replace the measurements
being made by relay closure.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Voltage, Current and Frequency Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
VXMI-602 Measuring voltage, 0 to 5 VDC
V M2-602 Beta command voltage, 0 to 9 VDC
V M3-601 Voltage, 56 VDC supply, 50 to 66 VDC
Response
CPS
2.4
2.4
2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
VXMI-602 and VM2-602-MOS-FET electrometer
VM-601-Scale voltage down to operating
voltage of light emitting diode
(opto-electronics)
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PASSIVEAPPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Voltage, Current and Frequency Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
M4-603 Frequency, 250VA inverter, 400
Response
cps
+ .i0 cps 2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
The output can be decoupled using a light emitting diode coupled to a light sensor.
The decoupled output can then be counted. This sensing could also be done at the
4, 8kHz output point.
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PASSIVEAPPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Voltage, Current and Frequency Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
M6-603 Voltage, 250VAinverter, phaseAB
M7-603 Voltage, 250VA inverter, phaseBC
M8-603 Voltage, 250VA inverter, phaseCA
Response
cps
22 to 30 VAC 2.4
22 to 30 VAC 2.4
22 to 30 VAC 2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Scale voltage down to operating voltage of light emitting diode (opto-electronics)
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PASSIVEAPPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Voltage, Current and Frequency Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Response
cps
M19-601-6041 bus voltage, 24 to 32 VDC
VM21-602-EDS bus voltage +6091, 0 or 28 VDC
VM22-602-EDS bus voltage +6093, 0 or 28 VDC
VM23-602-EDS bus voltage +6093, 0 or 28 VDC
VM24-603-Data adapter +20 volt supply, 0 or +20 VDC
VM25-603-Data adapter +12 volt supply, 0 or +12 VDC
VM26-603-Data adapter +6 volt supply, (LVDC) 0 or +6 VDC
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Opto-Electronic Coupling.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
F UNCTION: Voltage, Current and Frequency Measurement Summary
FROM: S-IB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
XM20-601 6040 Battery Current, 0 to 300A
Response
cps
2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall Effect
Magneto Resistor
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Angular Velocity Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Response
cps
VR4-602 Ang. vel., pitch control, 0 to + 10 Deg./sec. 2.4
VR5-602 Ang. vel., yaw control, 0 to + 10 Deg./sec. 2.4
VB6-602 aug. vel., roll control, 0 to + 10 Deg./sec. 2.4
VR7-602 Ang. vel., pitch EDS group 1, 0 to+10 Deg./sec. 2.4
VR8-602 Ang. vei., yaw EDS group 1, (reference)
0 to + 10 Deg./sec. 2.4
VR9-602 Ang. vel., roll EDS group 1 (reference), 0 to + 10 Deg./sec. 2.4
VR10-602 Ang. ve!., pitch EDS group 2, 0 to + 10 Deg./sec. 2.4
VRll-602 Ang. vel., yaw EDS group 2, 0 to + 10 Deg./sec. 2.4
VR12-602 Ang. vel., roll EDS group 2, 0 to + 10 Deg./sec. 2.4
VR13-602 Ang. vel., pitch EDS group 3, 0 to + 10 Deg./sec. 2.4
VR14-602 Ang. vel., yaw EDS group 3, 0 to+ 10 Deg./sec. 2.4
VR15-602 Ang. vel., roll EDS group 3, 0 to+ 10 Deg./sec. 2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
The control rate gyro is a required input to the flight control computer. A
MOS-FET couldbe used to decouple the measurement from the signal carrying
line.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Angular Velocity Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
Response
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT: cps
VR16-602 Pitch rate SW, EDS group 1, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VR17-602 Yaw rate SW, EDS group 1, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VR18-602 Roll rate SW, EDS group 1, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VR19-602 Pitch rate SW, EDS group 2, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VR20-602 Yaw rate SW, EDS group 2, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VR21-602 Roll rate SW, EDS group 2, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
V-R22-602 Pitch rate SW, EDS group 3, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VR23-602 Yaw rate SW, EDS group 3, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VR24-602 Roll rate SW, EDS group 3, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
Hall devices, opto-electronic coupling or MOS-FET electrometers could be used
to replace measurements being made by relay closure. The Hall device could be
mounted in or on the relay.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Angular Velocity Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
Response
cps
VR 25-602 EDS locking relay monitor 1 (roll), 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VR 26-602 EDS locking relay monitor 2 (yaw), 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VR 27-602 EDS locking relay monitor 3 (pitch), 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VR 28-602 EDS wheel speed group 1, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VR 29-602 EDS wheel speed group 2, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
VR 30-602 EDS wheel speed group 3, 0 or 28 VDC 2.4
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
VR 25 602 thru VR 27 602 - Hall Device
VR 28 602 thru VR 30 602 - The method of measuring frequency variation by
magnetic seeding is already passive.
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PASSIVE APPLICATIONS - TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION: Angular Velocity Measurement Summary
FROM: SIB-IU TO: Telemetry
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT:
VR 33-602
VR 34-602
VR 35-602
EDS, monitor ang. vel. roll group 1, 0 to + 20 Deg./sec.
EDS, monitor ang. vel. roll group 2, 0 to + 20 Deg./sec.
EDS, monitor ang. vel. roll group 3, 0 to + 20 Deg./sec.
APPLICABLE PASSIVE TECHNIQUE:
The control rate gyro is a required input to the flight control computer and replace-
ment of these units is not recommended. A MOS-FET could be used to decouple
the measurement from the signal carrying line.
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